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Theory of Magnetic Effects in the Plasma of an Arc
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The equations governing electron drift in the presence
of a magnetic field are applied to the low pressure uniform
positive column plasma. (1) An exponential variation of
electron concentration with distance across an arc in a
transverse magnetic field, found experimentally, is ac-
counted for quantitatively. (2) A longitudinal magnetic
field leaves the point-to-point concentration of electrons
unchanged and does not alter the relative potentials in
the cross section although transverse potential differences
in the plasma decrease everywhere in proportion as the
magnetic field increases. The transverse plasma fields
vanish or even reverse slightly for large enough fields.

(3) The plasma exhibits a diamagnetic susceptibility for
longitudinal fields, which is proportional to the electron
current density to the tube walls. With nonconducting
walls electron wall current is automatically adjusted to the
ion wall current. The magnetic polarization then increases
oppositely to the magnetic field at first, reaches a maximum

and then decreases hyperbolically to zero, so that beyond
the maximum the plasma is paramagnetic for small varia-
tions in the field. Qualitatively this is the same behavior
predicted by a previous erroneous theory which was itself
checked only qualitatively by experiment. The present
theory predicts that the diamagnetic polarization shall be
directly proportional to the electron current to the tube
wall and the magnetic field. (4) The magnetic field of the
arc itself has a concentrating pinch effect which would

cause the axial concentration of electrons to become
infinite at a finite arc current if other limitations did not
intervene. This may be the cause of rapidly increasing arc
gradients in the neighborhood of certain critical currents
in large mercury arc rectifiers. Larger diameter arc columns
and higher pressures favor the magnetic pinch effect as a
cause of current limitation over a blowout effect due to
the outward-moving positive ions driving the gas before
them.

I. INTRQDUcTIQN

HE fundamental equations describing the
motion of electrons in a gas under the

simultaneous action of electric and magnetic
fields and concentration gradients have been
known for some time' ' but they have not been
systematically applied to phenomena occurring
in the plasma of an arc. In the present article
this application will be made in two cases which
have already been investigated experimentally,
and also to two cases in which the direct experi-
mental evidence is more meager but on which the
theory can shed light. These cases are, in order
of treatment:

(1) Killian's measurements' on the effect of a
transverse field on a positive column in low

pressure mercury' vapor.
(2) The effect of a longitudinal magnetic field

on a uniform positive column.
(3) Steenbeck's determination~ of the dia-

magnetic susceptibility of a positive column.

(4) The constrictive effect of the arc's own

magnetic field. '
For a magnetic field II, in the positive s direc-

tion, the components of electron drift velocity

& and q in the x and y directions, respectively,
are, according to the paper by Tonks and Allis'

', l,c(nb, +-Pb,),

,'l, c(nb„P-b, ), —
(1)

(2)

where /, is the electron mean free path; c the
mean electron speed; o. and P are constants
which depend on /„ the electron temperature T„
and II,. The quantities b and b„are space
derivatives of what may be called the "Boltz-
mann velocity potential function" '

73= —(e U/kT, +in n,). (3)

It will often be convenient later to use the
diffusion coefficient of electrons, D„ to eliminate
the electron mean free path by

D, = I,,c/3

cdii =eII./(m, c) = —1.778 &(10'H, ,

~ F. B. pidduck, proc. London Math. Soc. 15, 89 (1915) It will also be convenient to introduce
and Phys. Rev. 53, 197 (1938).' R. Gans, Ann. d. Physik 20, 293 (1906). (3)

I L. Tonks and W P. Allis, Phys. Rev. 52, 710 (1937).
4 Unpublished work done in this laboratory. ' A brief statement of the result of this analysis has been
' M. Steenbeck, Wissen. Veroff. Siemens 15 (2) 1 (1936). given: L. Tonks, Trans. Electrochem. Soc. 72, 167 (1937).
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the angular momentum corresponding to the
magnetic field. The negative sign is a consequence
of the negative charge on the electron. Another
useful quantity will be h', which is related to
the h of reference 3 and is defined by

/i' = colrl, /c = (eH/m, c)(3D,/c') =0.886k. (6)

The exact equations for 0. and P are incon-
veniently complicated. But we can circumvent
this difficulty by putting

where y and hatt are correction factors which do
not differ greatly from unity in the whole range
of fi' (or Ii) from zero to infinity, as can be seen
from Fig. 1.

It has been noted that the actual drift velocity
is only slightly less than the product of' the b for
the drift direction and the normal nonmagnetic
mobility. ' In effect the magnetic field determines
simply that the electrons shall drift at an angle
(whose tangent is ye&'/y ) to the direction
which they would take under the influence of the
existing potential and concentration gradients
alone. Since the electrons are constrained to
move at this angle (almost as if by an inclined

pla. ne) only the components of the gradients in

this direction are effective, but these components
have almost the full effectiveness (between 88.3
and 100 percent) which they would have were the
magnetic field absent. Thus

II. EFFECT OF A TRANSVERSE MAGNETIC

FIELD ON A POSITIVE COLUMN

In 1928 in these laboratories T. J. Killian
made some measurements on a low pressure
mercury arc subjected to a uniform transverse
magnetic field (in the s direction). The arc tube
was the same one that served for experiments
already described. ' It suffices here. to note that
the vapor pressure in his 6.2-cm diameter tube
was under control and that a fine wire probe
parallel to the tube axis (y direction, positive
toward anode) could be moved along a tube
diameter which was perpendicular to the mag-
netic field (x direction). By analyzing probe
characteristics, the electron temperatures and
concentrations were determined from one wall
to the other. Fig. 2 shows the results of such
measurements at the saturated mercury vapor
temperature 38.6'C, corresponding to 7.1 bars.
This temperature has been chosen because at
lower vapor pressures the electron mean free
paths become so long relative to arc tube
diameter that diffusion and mobility relations
do not strictly apply.

The question of interpreting probe charac-
teristics in the presence of a magnetic field

naturally arises. In the s direction electrons could
reach the probe unhampered by H, . But the

/. so

/50

IAO

Ng
——y„D,bg, (8.5) /.30

where b~ is' the b in the drift direction, N~ is the
drift velocity, and y„ is the correction factor
given by

I.20

/. /0

/'.00 '

V.=n+ f1'/n (9)

This also is plotted in Fig. 1. It varies between
unity at zero k and 0.883 at infinite h. Fig. 1

contains, besides, a plot of

0.90

O.SO

0.60
or 0.2 0.4 08 /.0 2.0 40 8.0 /0.0

7 = (P/ )/n(P. / )n= l3/(n&') = y e/7- (1o)

These curves furnish an idea of the numerical
magnitude of any error which arises from treating
the y's as if they were constants.

FIG. 1. Correction factors for approximate electron drift
formulas. The k' scale is slightly displaced from the h scale,
but this is only of minor importance in evaluating the y's.

' T. J. Killian, Phys. Rev. 35, 1238 (1930).
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decrease of mobility in the x direction leads to
the expectation of smaller maximum probe
currents with the magnetic 6eld than without.

This affects the possibility of calculating ab-
solute values of electron concentration from the
characteristics but in no way changes the propor-
tionality of the probe currents to the electron
concentrations. Thus the pmbe current where the
characteristic ceases to be exponential is still a
measure of relative electron concentration and
the potential at this current is the space potential.

Finally, it must be certain that the probe
characteristics give the electron temperature. In
general a perfectly reHecting negative probe
would establish electron concentrations and
current densities in its vicinity in accord with the
Boltzmann equation irrespective of the presence
of a magnetic 6eM. The electrons very close to
the surface of the probe which are moving toward
it and would, therefore, strike it can be thought
of as consisting of two classes, C and F. Class C
consists of electrons whose last atom collision

lay close to the probe. Class F consists of those
which last collided at some distance from the
probe. Of the class C electrons, an appreciable
fraction (class C„) will have just previously been
reHected from the probe. For Class Fgeometrical
considerations make this fraction negligible.
Hence, if the probe becomes nonreHecting and
actually collects the electrons striking it, the
concentration of C electrons is depleted by the
loss of the C„electrons while the F electrons are
unaffected. If the concentration of C„electrons
is negligible relative to that of the F electrons or
the C electrons, or their sum, the actual How of
current to the probe causes no departure from
the ideal characteristic. Unless the magnetic held

suf6ciently increases the number of Class C„
electrons relative to Class F or Class C, it will

not distort the probe characteristic.
Such distortion was certainly not present in

Killian's work. The electron mean free path was
about 1 cm, the probe radius 0.013 cm so that in

the absence of magnetic Field few electrons
leaving the vicinity of the probe would have
made their 6rst collision near the probe and the
number of C„electrons would have been neg-

ligible.
The presence of the 6eld would, by spiraling

and this represents the average progress of an
electron in the x direction before its next impact.
Since the s component of electron motion is
unaffected by II„ the average progress of an
electron in. the s direction can be found by aver-
aging the s components of mean free paths of
random directions. This leads to half the normal
mean free path, or 0.5 cm.

We now de6ne as C electrons those whose last
collision prior to striking the probe lay within the
xs section extending 0.5 cm in the s direction and
0.34 cm in the x direction. Of these, half came
from the direction away from the probe. Of' the
other half only the fraction represented by the
ratio of probe thickness, 0.025 cm, to section
width, 0.68 cm would have collided with the
probe. Thus the ratio of C, to C electmns is

2 XO 025j0 68 = 0.018.This rou8h estimate there-
fore indicates a correction of less than 2 percent
arising from a 6eld of 12 oersteds, which will be
neglected.

Since the experimental results can be inter-
preted to give relative electron concentration,
space potential, and electron temperature, the

Direction 8
Forces Current

s ~~.)

0.0l

H~!Z~

rq f000'K
2~039 v/cm—~0.92of lni

dx

I Z 8 0 5 Gcm

FIG. 2. Space potential and electron current density
distributions across a Hg arc positive column in a trans-
verse magnetic field. Tube diameter 6.2 cm. Condensed
Hg temperature 38.6'C. Arc current 5 amp. Longitudinal
gradient without magnetic field 0,31 v/cm, with-field 0.39
v jcm. Data by T. J. Killian, 1928.

the electron paths amund the s direction, con6ne
them to helical paths having the average radius

rq ——3.35 V jII„V,= T,/11, 600.

For V, 1.5 v and II,=12 oersteds
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q
This is a very satisfactory check.

Unfortunately, probe characteristics taken at
30 oersteds field strength show deviations from
the classical shape which make it impossible to
compare the theoretical and observed gradient
of electron concentration at this field strength.

f/rl 1/400
so that

P/n —1/400

1+P/(400n)
= -p/n -=yb'

theoretical equations can be applied. The ratio electron current with x, shown in Fig. 2. That
of transverse ion current density, and hence gives
transverse electron current density, to arc current d ln n, /dx = —0.92.
is of the order of 1:400. Accordingly, in E s.
(1) and (2)

as long as
400» yh')) 1/400.

III. THEoRY oF A PosITIvE CoLUMN PLAsMA

IN A LONGITUDINAL M AGNETIC FIELD

Since n, is constant along the plasma axis, Eq.
(3) yields eY/kT. for b„where —Y is the arc
gradient. In the x direction Fig. 2 shows that U
is approximately constant from 3 to 6 cm so that
for b, in this region we have —d ln m, /dx. Making
use of Eqs. (10.5) and (6) we can write

d In n, /dx = (oal, e Yy/ckT,
Now

l./&=1.605X10 '/, T. '

and
e Y/kT, = —1.16X104Y/T, (practical).

Combining and using Eq. (5) we have:

d In e,/dx = 3.31 X 10'I,H, YT, &y. (12)

Killian's owri data' on Hg arcs without a mag-
netic field yield a mean free path of 1.5 cm for
the electrons at 38.6' condensed Hg temperature.
From the experimental data and curves: II,= 12,
Y= —0.39 v/cm, T,= 15,000'K. Accordingly,
from Eq. (12)

d ln m, /dx= —1.23'.

Now from Eqs. (6), (4) and (11)

k =32.2IIl, T, :,
whence

h =4.74,

thus justifying the approximation in Eq. (10.5).
From Fig. 1,

y =0.77,
so that

d ln e,/dx= —0.95.

This is to be compared with the direct experi-
mental determination of the variation of random

ne nay (14)

u„= D„[8ln n, /dr—(e/kT„)lB—V/Br], (15)

8(n„l,„r)/Br = rXn „ (15.5)

where D„ is the positive ion diffusion coefficient,
'1„ is the positive ion temperature, and ) is the
number of ions formed per electron per second.
Eqs. (1) and (2) applied to the cylindrical case
give

N, =D, (o;b, +pb„),

v, =D,(nb„—Pb„),

(16)

(17)

' W, Schottky, Zeits. f. Physik 31, 163 (1925) and
Physik. Zeits. 25, 34Z (1924).

9 L. Tonks and I. Langmuir, Phys. Rev. 34, 876 (1929).
In referring to this paper it will be called "General The-
ory. "

The pressure range for which this theory will
be developed is that in which the quasi-neutral
diffusion relations apply in the absence of mag-
netic field.

The essential difference of the magnetic from
the nonmagnetic' ' case is that we cannot ignore
the resistance of the gas to the radial flow of
electrons. In a tube with nonconducting walls
the radial drift velocities of electrons I,, and ions
u~ are everywhere equal, but the ratio of the
two can be controlled by the potential of con-
ducting walls so that in general

(13)

with any value from zero to several hundred
possible for p.

Choosing cylindrical coordinates with the
s axis along the tube axis, we have the following
relations left unaffected by the magnetic field:
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where v, is the tangential drift velocity, and

e BV Blnn,

kT, Br

e BU Blnn,
b„=—

kT, r8q r8y

whence n. =No exp ( eV/kT, —r) (19)

with (20)

Eq. (19) replaces the Boltzmann equation among
those whose solution gives the plasma relations.
Since, mathematically Eq. (19) is simply the
Boltzmann equation with T,7- in place of T., and
since T, appears nowhere else among the original
equations which are to be solved simultaneously,
we can immediately write the equations for the
radial distribution of electrons in a column of
radius a as modifications of the usual equations:"

with

n. = riodo(2. 40r/a)

)D„(rT.+T„)q '*

a=2.40(
E XT„)

(21)

(22)

or, by Eq. (20)

(T,+T„)D,D„n
a=2.40 X ' . (23)

aD, T„+pD„T,

(It must be noted that only in Eq. (22) does
the modification of T, to ~T, appear. In relating
D, to the electron mean free path or in relating
) to the ionization probabilities, the unchanged
value of T. still applies. ) Also by Eq. (19)

U= (kT, r/e) ln [Jp(2.40r/a)].

"The elimination of N„between Eqs. (15) and (15.5)
and then V.by Eq. (19) and n„by Eq. (14) gives Bessel's
equation with the boundary condition n. =o at r =0,.

Obviously, there is axial symmetry so that b„=0.
Relating (15) and (16) in accordance with

(13) we have

( e BV 8 Inn&
nD, ]-

kT, ar ar )
/Blnn, e BUq

Br kT„Br )

Several conclusions are now possible. First,
Eq. (21) shows that the radial distribution of
ions and electrons remains unchanged from the
nonmagnetic case. Second, Eq. (20) shows that
r decreases with magnetic field due to the decrease
of the numerator, with the consequence that )
in Eq. (22) decreases. Since X increases rapidly"
with T„ this means that T, decreases with
increase of magnetic field. Looked at qualita-
tively, the decrease in outward fiow of electrons
and hence ions balances with a lower rate of
ionization per electron and hence a lower electron
temperature. It is easily observed that an axial
magnetic field reduces the longitudinal gradient
in an arc. Third, by Eq. (24) the potential dis-
tribution remains the same, but the scale of
potential variation is reduced. As the transverse
mobility of the electrons decreases toward that
of the ions, the electric field whose function it is
to equalize the ion and electron drifts becomes
less.

It would even appear that v- could become zero
and reverse in sign, accompanied by a complete
Hattening of the potential distribution across the
arc with a subsequent reversal so that the axis
of the arc is negative.

How negative the axis can become depends
upon p. Even if an electron wall current many
times the magnitude of the ion current (large ii)
is drawn the reversal is relatively small and
unimportant. The fact that the fields in the
plasma become small is probably of importance,
however. For the purpose of discussion we fix
our attention on the case where p is unity, that
is ion and electron currents are equal. Zero
plasma field occurs when o. has decreased to

n=D„/D. ,

but even when n is T./T„ times this, r has
already reached the value —,

' and the plasma fields

are halved. In this range

CX tx'~z 2&

so that when H is only (T~/T, )&, roughly 15
percent, of its critical (zero plasma field) value,
this marked effect has already appeared.

It seems fairly likely that the approach to
the zero field concLition may be a contributing

"Equation (16) of reference 7 or Eq. (92) of General
Theory (reference 9).
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factor among those which cause an arc to pull
away from the tube walls with sufficiently strong
magnetic fields, but it is probable that the action
is indirect —that the effect of other factors such
as those which control higher pressure arcs are
enhanced by the strong field. However, another
factor, which has not been sufficiently inves-
tigated experimentally, is that the initial con-
centration of the arc in the converging lines of
force where the longitudina, l field is increasing is,
at least partially, a transition state so that a long
enough column in the field might eventually fill

the whole tube cross section.
The positive ion current density to the wall

follows directly from General Theory

I„=0.216cnoe) .

With the substitution for X from Eq. (23) this
becomes

nD, D„(T,+T„)I„=1.248 eno/a (24..5)
aD, T„+pD„T,

At first I„ to a nonconducting tube wall (p=1)
will not be affected by the decrease of n attendant
upon increasing II because D,T„ is so much
greater than D„T,. Only when n becomes com-
parable with D~T,/D, T„will I„begin to
decrease. Under the conditions of measuring
positive ion current, however, p,((1, so that the
effect would set in at somewhat larger fields. Ex-
perimentally this would appear as more difficult
positive ion current saturation the stronger the
field.

The quasi-neutral diffusion theory of the
positive column exhibits two important weak-
nesses. One is that the X calculated from the
observed ion currents to the wall is two to ten
times larger than the X calculated from the
electron temperature and the known probability
of ionization by single impact of electrons. Al-

though the discrepancy increases with arc
current, an explanation based on two-stage
ionization is not without difficulties. The other
discrepancy appears when the value of X from
the ion current is substituted in the plasma
balance equation, (22), to And D„. The ionic
mean free path corresponding to the diffusion
coefficient found is only a fraction of the expected
value and varies too slowly with gas pressure.

This is not the place to discuss this question
at length, but these difficulties in the theory of the
nonmagnetic arc mean that for the present it is
not wise to pursue the theory of the magnetic are
beyond the point of showing the modifications
required in "accepted" equations and drawing
simple conclusions from them. An application of
the theory which is justified, however, particu-
larly in view of theoretical and experimental
work already done, is the calculation of the
magnetic susceptibility of the positive column.

IV. THE DIAMAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY
OF A PLASMA

M. Steenbeck' has determined the diamagnetic
susceptibility of a cylindrical plasma for axial
magnetic fields with various gas pressures and
magnetic field strengths. The positive column
which he used was confined within the walls of a
glass tube.

To account for his experimental results he
developed a theory which, like a theory of dia-
magnetism in electrical conductors proposed by
H. A. Wilson, "traces the path of a single electron
and seeks to calculate the areas embraced by its
path in the course of time. The moving electron
thus constitutes a current fiowing about the
peripheries of such areas and contributes a
magnetic moment to the plasma. Thus the mag-
netic moment of the plasma would seem to
depend on the details of each electron path, and
hence on what happens to the electrons in the
course of time. Actually, of course, the moment
depends only on the instantaneous motions of the
electrons, and we should not sum areas but
rather sum the instantaneous angular velocities
of the electrons about an axis.

Now, in a plasma which is in equilibrium there
can be rio net drift of electrons through any
volume element. Therefore, in such an element
all directions of motion are equally probable and
the total angular velocity of all the electrons
passing through it is zero. It'follows that the
diamagnetic susceptibility of a plasma in equi-
librium is zero.

In this respect the plasma electrons resemble
the classical conduction electrons in a metal.
Steenbeck himself points out that N. Bohr and

» H. A, Wilson, Proc. Roy. Soc. 9'7, 321 (1920).
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H. A. Lorentz have shown (in references not
easily accessible) that free electrons in a con-
ductor would as a whole have zero diamagnetic
susceptibility by virtue of a surface current
whose moment would exactly cancel the moment
of the amperian currents in the body of the
metal. The metal is bounded by a sharp potential
barrier which concentrates this current in a
single layer. The plasma potential on the other
hand decreases continuously from the axis out-
ward to a point near the tube walls, and the
compensating current is, consequently, dis-
tributed through this region. The sharpness of
the concept of the reversed surface current is
lost, but an examination of the details of the
electron paths as in Steenbeck's Fig. 6 shows how
contributions of both positive (paramagnetic)
and negative (diamagnetic) magnetic moment
are made by many electrons in the plasma. While
Steenbeck recognized this factor he was unable
to calculate the relative contributions and er-
roneously judged that the paramagnetic mo-

ments were negligible compared to the diamag-
netic, instead of being exactly equal to them.

It follows that the experimentally observed
susceptibility must be accounted for by the dis-
equilibrium in the pl'asma, which consists chiefly
of the outward radial drift of electrons toward
the walls. This possible origin of the magnetic
response was suggested by Steenbeck but not
examined more closely than to observe that it
would give a result of the proper sign. The theory
of Section III furnishes the means of calculating
the plasma susceptibility on this basis.

The tangential component v, of the electron
drift velocity is. the significant one for calculating
magnetic moment M, per axial cm of the plasma,
because

Substitution in Eq. (25) and integration gives

1.04m.c'e
M = — np(1 —r)PD

2.40c

With Eq. (20) this gives

(T.+T~)D~D.~P
M= —(0432va'ne/c) . (26)

aD, T„+pD„T,

Comparison with Eq. (23) shows that

3f= —(0 0746v.a4noe/c) y7 P/n.

Now the ion current density I„(intrinsically
negative to conform to experimental convention)
at the tube wall is related" to X:

2wcI„= 0.432~a'en, X, (27)

so that, by eliminating X and using Eq. (10)

3I= —(0.346v-a'l„/c) yh' p
= —0.1086a'I„yh' p (practical),

a form convenient for experimental test when the
electron current density to the wall, which is
—pI„, is under direct control. Under this condi-
tion M is seen to be directly proportional to
electron wall current and magnetic field. A
change in field mill, of course, profoundly affect
the wall current at any fixed wall potential.

When, however, the wall is nonconducting so
that @=1 we shall have to determine in effect
the behavior of I„h with increasing II. It is this
problem which concerns us from now on.

We note that the right-hand member of Eq.
(26) divides naturally into two factors, the first,
included within the parentheses giving the total
electronic charge Q per axial centimeter in e.m.u.
and the second giving its average areal velocity,
A. Thus,

a

M = (7re/c) Jl n, v,r'dr.
0

From Eqs. (17), (18) and (19)

v. = (1 —r) PD, (Bn,/n, r7r)

From Eq. (21)

(25)
Q= .0342 av' ne c/

= —2.17 X10 "a'no (e.m. u. ),

(T,+T„)D~,pPA=-
aD, T„+pD~T,

and, per electron,

(29)

(30)

(31)

2.4np
v, = — (1 —r) PD,Jg(2 4r/a). .

Mi=Ae/c= —1 6X10 'oA (32

"See, for instance, Eq. (Si) of General Theory (refer-
ence 9).
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Let us neglect T„ in comparison with T, in the
numerator in Eq. (30), set p equal to unity, then

netic moment has just been pointed out. For
small values of H, Eqs. (34) and (38) show that'4

—T,D,D,h'yp
A=

y D,T„+(1+h")D~T,
(33)

A = 1 375 X 10 4(yD,D„/T~)H. ,

x = 1.375 X10 'QyD. D„/T„
(4o)

As h' increases negatively from zero with the
impressed magnetic field, y and yp vary in

accordance with Fig. 1 and D, and T, change
as well. The changes in the y's will be taken into
account later, those in D, and T, will be entirely
neglected. Watching the change in A from h' alone
then, we see that initially it increases linearly
with h' and that finally it decreases as 1/k', with
a maximum between. This is the behavior found

by Steenbeck in his experiment, where p was
unity.

In Eq. (33) we can neglect unity in comparison
with k" without error, because D~T, is small in

any case relative to p D,T„. Then A can be
written

yh'D„T, /—TA=
1+h"D„T,/(y D,Tp)

(34)

For variation of h' (or H) the maximum value
of A is then found to be

A, =(yy, '/2)(D, D„T,/T„)l-, (35)

occurring at

h', „= [y D, T„/(D„T—,) jl. (36)

give

c= [8kT/(~m, )]l (37)

h' = (3m/8) (e/kc) H,D, /T,

= —1.375X10 4H,D./T, . (38)

Comparison with Eq. (36) gives

,H„,„=7.2 X710'Cy T T /(D D )3* (39)

It is to be noted that the behavior of A with

increasing H„- is qualitatively the same as that
found both theoretically and experimentally by
Steenbeck. The occurrence of a maximum mag-

The various quantities appearing in the above
equations have now to be related to measurable
quantities in the arc.

For O', Eq. (6) and

so that the magnetic moment is proportional to
the field and the susceptibility is constant. Con-
siderably beyond the maximum in 3II (or A)

A =7.27X10'yy T./H. ,

= 8.57 X10'T./H„ (e.m. u. ) (41)

'4 The y has been included in this formula because, even
though p approaches unity as I' approaches zero, it will
appear later that Eq. (40) may still be a good approxima-
tion for values of h' so large that p is appreciably less than
unity.

'5 B, Klarfeld, Zeits, f. Tech, Physik U. S. S. R. 5, 913
(1938).

x = Q&A/&H. = —8.57 X 10'QT./H, 2.

It is interesting that in this range Steenbeck's
Eq. (10) leads to the identical expression. Other-
wise, however, the occurrence of ion temperature
and diffusion coefficient in the present equations
emphasize the essential difference of the present
treatment from the other, even though the
qualitative behavior of M is the same.

Unfortunately Steenbeck has given sufficient
arc data to permit a comparison of these formulas
with his experimental resul'ts. Accordingly it
seems best to apply the present theory to a case
in which more complete data are available in
order to obtain some idea as to the magnetic
magnitudes to be expected.

Excellent measurements on a Hg arc in a 3.2-

cm diameter tube have recently been published
by Klarfeld. "He has analyzed his data even up
to 7.5&& l0 ' mm of pressure in terms of the ion-
free-fall case. There is some reason to expect the
quasi-neutral diffusion theory to apply here and
at his higher pressure of 20&(10—' mm. For the
present purpose we shall analyze the data for the
0.3-amp. arc at these pressures in this way.
The small correction for wall sheath thickness has
not been made.

Equation (28) requires that the ion wall
current be measured in the presence of a mag-
netic field, so that it cannot be applied now. We
must rather determine the necessary quantities
in Eqs. (33), (35), (36) and (39).
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Eliminating X between Eqs. (27) and (22)
(with p = 1 and T„neglected relative to T,) gives

TABLE I. Calculate on of,magneti c properti es of a posi ti ve
column. Arc current = 0.3 amp. , tube radius =1.6 cm'4.

D„/T„=5.02 X 10 "aIp/(Tenno) (42)
QUANTITY UNITS

EQUA-
TION NUMERICAL VALUES

in practical units.
We obtain D, from the arc current and longi-

tudinal gradient Z,

i.=0.432~a'noe'D, Z/(k T.),

whence

Do =3.96 X10"i.T./(Za'no)

in practical units.
Table I contains in its first six rows Klarfeld's

data on a 0.3-amp. arc in a 3.2-cm diameter arc
tube. The following rows contain the magnetic
quantities already defined, each accompanied by
the number of the equation by which it was
calculated. First h', /y i was found from Eq.
(36).S'ince this can differ from k', by 20 percent
at the most, sufficiently accurate values of the
corresponding n and y can be found from Fig. 1.
These have been used in Eq. (36) itself to deter-
mine h' and also in all other equations. In the
present example h' is so great that y„and y
take on their extreme values of ~/2 and
respectively. The calculation of the remaining
quantities, maximum magnetic moment per axial
cm 3II,„and the magnetic field H,„at which
this occurs, also the low and high field suscepti-
bilities follow in straightforward fashion.

The values of H, calculated here are higher
than the 50 oersteds shown by Steenbeck in his
Fig. 12. The present values of 3II,„have to be
divided by mc'=8. 05 cm' to yield the average
moment per cm' which is, presumably the
ordinate in that same figure. Since Steenbeck
shows l.3&&10 ' as the value of that quantity,
the present values would seem to be some ten
times smaller.

If the y's were not present in the formulas
relating M and H„ this relationship could be
represented by a single universal curve. This is
still true if we are content to relate 3fy

—'
to R,y &. By plotting log (—My ') against
log (H,y &) we obtain the curve of Fig. 3. The
two asymptotes are then 45' straight lines, the
curve lies symmetrically with respect to them,
and it resembles a hyperbola. The value of
—3l,„y ' lies log 2 below the intersection of

I'
~gas
Tem
I„
rem
Z
np
D./T'u
De—Q

&h' ,
y & (at max. )
y (at max. )
yy+& (at max. )
II' max
A max

&max
Hmax—x/& (smaii H)
XH2 (iarge H)
Hp

mm
'K
'K
amp. cm '
amp. cm '
vcm '
cm '

42
43
29
36

Fig.
Fig.

36
35

oersted cm' 31
oersted 39

40
41
45oersted

7.5
315
1.86
0.105

82.5
0.478
2.44
1.86
7.4
1.36

46.2
1 1.253
1 075

0.94
57.9

7,52
1.026
106
2.57
0.217
800

20
329
1.31
0.155
175
0.538
6.16
1.54
1.83
3.42

30.1
1.253
0.75
0.94

37;7
2.86
0.978
196
1.33
0.384
1240

X10 '
X1
X104
X10-3
X10 3

X1
X 1010
X1
X 107
X10 P

X1
X1
X1
X1
X1
X106
X10 '
X1
X 10-5
X1
X1

the asymptotes. Any plot of log (—M y
—')

against log (~p &) is simply the fundamental
curve and its asymptotes translated with respect
to the coordinate system. Roughly speaking,
pressure change translates with respect to H, and
arc current change with respect to M.

Before leaving this question it should be
pointed out that the attempt has been made to
apply the electron drift theory over a distance,
the positive column radius, which is comparable
with, if greater than, the electron mean free path.
For magnetic fields so great that the electron
orbit diameter is small. compared to that of the
column, the application is justifiable, but for.

lower fields some question can be raised and
some modification of the theory may be neces-
sary.

Two other points should be recalled. The first
is that the quasi-neutral diffusion theory on
which the present treatment is based is itself
unsatisfactory. Secondly, the relatively small
changes in T, and D„and possibly D„/T„with
H, have been omitted from consideration. Any
complete experimental test of the theory would
have to include the measurement of T„ I, , I~
and Z in the presence of the magnetic field from
which to calculate all the necessary quantities
for each field .condition.

While a numerical example is before us it is
interesting to calculate the magnetic field Ho at
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which the plasma field vanishes, according to Using Eq. (3) and noting that Bn„/clx is zero,
Eqs. (20) and (24) for u equal to unity. We have, these become
to a sufficient degree of approximation:

u. = D—,[n&+P((3q/br+8 In n, /Br) j, (46)

whence

O=D. D„—/~=D, h"D—,q u„= D,[—u(8g/Br+8 ln n, /Br) —P$], (47)

h' = (v-D./D. ) ' (44)
where

and
Combining with Eqs. (38) and (39) gives for Ho,

q=eV/kT,

g =ay/ax.

(47.5)

(45)Hp H, „(——T,/T„) l.

(48)

(In terms of the longitudinal gradient X of
the arcThe values of Ho from this formula are included

in Table I. f = —(e/k Te)X

V. CONSTRICTION OF ARC UNDER ITS OWN

MAGNETIc FIELD—PINcH EFFEcT

The electron drift equations can be applied in

quite another direction. In arcs of large cross
section and carrying large currents the magnetic
field of the arc itself has an influence on the
plasma relations. This factor, as well as others
which become important, has been discussed in

the Transactions of the ElectrochemicaL Society
article, ' under the heading Pinch Effect, but
only in general outline. Here the theory will be
developed more completely. In doing this, the
other factors, such as multiple stage ionization,
transverse pressure differences in the column
and the longitudinal pressure gradient will be
neglected, partly because of theoretical complica-
tions arid partly because they probably do not
change the essential mechanism and effect of the
self-magnetic fields although they undoubtedly
modify such effects.

The magnetic field which arises from the arc
current itself is circular and has no radial com-
ponent. Let us adopt a cylindrical coordinate
system in which x lies along the tube axis and
is directed toward the anode, r is radial, and the
angular coordinate is y so that x, r, q form a
right-handed system. Thus r takes the place of

y and q of s in the usual formulation (see Eqs. (l.)
and (2)) of the dr if t equation s.

The field influences the radial and longitudinal
drift of electrons in accordance with the equations

u. =D, (nb, +Pb„),

u, =D,(nb„—pb.).

20

/0

IX

r/t

/
/0 20 40 70 /00 200, 400 700 /000

Oersteds, H.7& ~

Frg. 3. Calculated diamagnetic moment of positive
column, per cm length, vs. longitudinal magnetic field
strength, uncorrected for y's. Arc data from Klarfeld
(reference 15).

flow. Accordingly we abandon Eq. (13) and
set u„=0 in Eq. (47) so that

Bg/Br+8 In n./Br yah' = 0.— (49)

Elimination of u„and q between this and
Eqs. (15) and (15,5) (remembering Eqs. (14)

Both X and $ are intrinsically negative. )
The continuity equation for the ions, Eq.

(15.5) and the ion drift equation Eq. (15) remain
unchanged. If, in addition, we retain Eq. (13)
corresponding to a nonconducting tube walI, the
resulting equations become unmanageable. Great
simplification results if the wall is supposed to be
conducting and held so negative that there is no
radial flow of electrons. It appears highly. un-

likely that changes in the small radial flow would
make appreciable differences in the main arc

x/0 "
40
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and (47.5)) leads to that 0 ranges from unity at the tube axis to zero
at the wall.

1d (dna XT,
——fr f+ n,
r dr& dr) (T.+T„)D„

S

J= Ods,
p

(57)

T, d (yh'n, r) =0. (50)
T,+T„rdr

so that J is a measure of the current within a
certain' radial distance. This allows Eq. (52) to
be simpli6ed to

This equation contains not only n, but also h'

(with y) as dependent variables. The second
equation which is required for a solution is fur-
nished by the relation of the magnetic field II„
to the current density i, in the arc:

H, = s i—J[meey, D,n pa/(spic) j,
3% D~ 8 ( g pqpnpI.=
8c'k(T, +T„)sp

(58)

(59)

r 'd(rH„-)/dr =4~i,/c

Since the cross drift I,. is zero the eAective longi-
tudinal mobility (see Eq. (8.5)) is y„D,e/kT, so
that

'Lx = e$"rrDene.

which assembles all of the quantities appearing
in the coeScient of the third term of Eq. (50)
after the previous substitutions have been made
and H~ has been eliminated with h' by Eq. (6).
I. is the quantity denoted by A in reference 6.

As a result of' these substitutions Eq. 50 as-
sumes the form

Combining the two we have

r 'd(rH„)/-dr = 4p.e)y„D—,n, /c, (52)

d t'd'J'1 dJ d t' dJ)—
I s,l+—+I.—

(
J—)=0,

ds & ds') ds ds E dsl

which is directly integrable to
which is the second of the two necessary equa-
tions.

From this point it will be necessary to treat y
and y„as constants, and since the interest lies
in large 6elds, their values for in6nite k' will be
used. Also, a set of substitutions simpli6es
Eqs. (50) and (52) greatly and finally permits
the elimination of H„(h') between them. The
substitutions with an exp1anation of each are:

sd'J/ds'+ J(1+I.dI/ds) =0. (60)

That the constant of integration is zero fol-
lows from Eqs. (56) and (57).

Near the origin

1+I 1+3I
$' 1— s

2 6

so that

T~Xr'

4(T,+T,)Dp

T~)
Sp/6

4(T.+Tu)D.

(53)

1+13I.+18I.'
+ + (61)

Equation (60) has been integrated by numer-
ical quadrature for a succession of values of I.
In each case the process was carried to the value
sp of s at which d J/ds passed through zero be-
cause the relation

r'= (a'/sp)s,

e=n, /n„

(55)

(56)

where a is as usual the tube radius and sp is the
value of s at which n, falls to zero. We can also
write

shows that there is where the tube wall lies. The
value Jp of J at this point is directly related
to the average electron concentration n, in the
cross section:

where np is the axial electron concentration so
n, =a ' 2n, rdr = np sp

p

Ods = np Jp/sp. (63)
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( ] +L ) (re+&p)/&e

p &=8
41+Lg)(64)zg = 7ro e$'r„D~np Jp/sp

Referring back to Eq. (51) the total arc current A final integration and rearrangement gives
is now seen to be

(69)

By eliminating np with Eq. (59) we find

8c'k(T.+T„)
Zx JpL,

37rey(D,
(65)

(T,+T„)T,
i, = 3.32 JpI. (practical)

XD,

/. 0 I.O

The T„ in the numerator of the exponent can
easily be neglected, and this we shall do.

and rearranging Eq. (59)

8c'k(T.+T„)
Sp- Lsp,

37r'e'yy D 'Pa'

(T.+T„)T,'
n, =9.2X10"' Isp (practical).

X'D, 'a'

0.5 0.5

Since sp and Jp are functions of L alone, these
equations express n p as a function of i, insofar as
T„$, and D, are constant.

Physically, the independent variable is the
arc current. The corresponding dimensionless
quantity in the mathematical theory is seen to
be LJo by Eq. (65). This quantity will, therefore
be treated as the independent variable or param-
eter in the various plots below. It is the quantity
which is denoted by G2 in reference 6. Similarly
Lsp corresponds to np.

It is of interest to find the variation of potential
across the arc. This is most readily calculated and
plotted in the form e & which shows the charge
distribution which would exist in the actual
field if no magnetic forces were present. Elimina-
tion of u„between Eqs. (15) and (15.5) gives
(from the substitutions (54), (55) and (56))

0
0 0.5 t/g

0
/. 0

FrG. 4. Radial distributions of electrons (and ions) and
potential in self-magnetic pinch e8ect. Lower left curves
show relative electron concentrations with increasing arc
current (LJ0). Upper right curves show the distribution of
the Boltzmann factor, exp (—eU/kT, ).

T.tv~
(70)

k'= 1.15 X10 'h(T, +To)/(aX—)]Lso'Js &.

Thus the quantity corresponding to h' is

The single quantity which is of primary im-

portance in the magnetic effects is h . Combining
Eqs. (58) and (6) and comparing with Eq. (59)
shows that

d0 T,+T„—s8——(T„/T,)s =— 0. —
dS dS ds Tg

(67)

I.J(s/s, ) l.

It follows directly from Eq. (63) that the
positive ion current density to the wall is

Integrating once gives the function J in the right
member. But by Eq. (60)

sdO/dsJ=— (68)
i+LO

I„=', geXno Jo/—s,

or by Eq. (54)

Ip = (2eDp(T +Tp) /Tp) np Jo/G. (71)

so that the integral of Eq. (67) becomes

T,+T„d8/d s
dg/ds=(Tp/T, )d ln 9/ds ———

T, 8(1+I,O)

The calculations involved in the numerical
solution of Eq. (60) were carried out by Mr. R.
Beresford.

The calculated distributions of electron con-
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TAsLE II. Quantities involved in pinch egect.

I. So Jo
EQ (5&) EQ. (54) EQ. (62)

I.Jo
EQ. (65)

Lso
EQ. (66)

cx ~o

so/Jo
EQ. (63)

eo/I,

centration are shown in Fig. 4 as plots of 0

against fractional tube radius. The I.Jp ——0 curve,
corresponding to no magnetic effect, is one of the
six curves of this group. The other five all lie
below this one. The constriction of the arc is
clearly seen. Each curve is labelled with the
value of LJp to which it corresponds.

Along with the peaking of the concentration
goes a decrease of the plasma fields which is
qualitatively the same effect as that found in
Section III for the longitudinal field case. This
is shown by the e & curves also in Fig. 4. They
appear above the LJp ——0 curve. For L=0 the 0

and e & curves coincide, but the larger L the
further they separate. Where the ion density
is most greatly increased by magnetic concen-
tration, the electric field drawing off the ions is
most greatly decreased.

Table II shows further results of integrating
Eq. (60). The mathematical quantities are
listed in the first row, the numbers of the equa-
tions relating them to others in the second, their
corresponding physical quantities in the third,
and numerical values in the subsequent rows.
The values of L used in the integrations are
shown in the first column, and values of s and J
at the tube walls are shown in columns 2 and 3.
Column 4 contains the current-like quantity,
column 5 the one corresponding to the axial
concentration of electrons, and column 6 con-
tains the ratio of axial to average electron con-
centration.

If there were no progressive concentration of
the arc, no/n, would be independent of arc cur-
rent, but the increase of sp/J'o with increasing
LJp shows that a marked concentration of 4.5-
fold takes place in the range of the table. This is
shown in Fig. 5 where I.sp is plotted against
L Jp. This curve is rather well expressed by the

20
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FIG. 5. Axial concentration of electrons {and ions) in self-
magnetic pinch effect, as a function of arc current.

empirical equation

Ls 05LI /(02. 16 I JO). — (72)

It is rising more steeply than this hyperbola at
I =80. Analysis of Eq. (60) for large values of I.
shows that 2 is an absolute upper limit for I.Jp
so that actually

LJp ——. 2 (73)

is the asymptote of the Lsp vs. I Jp curve.
Of course the value of no (corresponding to

LSp) cannot become infinite. With singly ionized
atoms it cannot exceed m„ the concentration of
atoms. Thus this analysis predicts 100 percent
ionization at the axis of an arc with currents
far below those which, with a normal distribu-
tion in the cross section, would effect this.
Steep increases in arc drop with current when a
large diameter arc is already carrying a large
current may well be due to this cause.

It is of interest to compare the critical current
for the .magnetic constriction with that arising
from the transverse pressure effect. ' For the
former, Eqs. (65) and (73) give

0
2

10
25
50
80

1.441 0.623
0.948 0.306
0.545 0.1146
0.352 0.0558
0.258 0.0309
0.213 0.0203

0
0.612
1.146
1.396
1.55
1.62

0
1.90
5.45
8.81

12.90
17.0

2.32
3.10
4.76
6.31
8.34

10.46

err „;t, 16c'kT./3m eygD, . —

For the latter

I„.„i,—0.437''eD, &no—

(74)

(75)
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with

Accordingly

e 0 (T—,/T, )m, (76)

&p crit 7C 8~De $ TpSa——= 7.98
&H crit c'k T,'

(77)

Now D,$ is practically independent of n„but $
varies oppositely from c though not as strongly

as a '. Thus it appears that for larger radii and
higher pressures the critical condition for blowing
the gas out of the arc column lies at a higher
value of current than does the critical condition
for 100 percent ionization due to pinch effect.
Putting in numerical values and using p for the
gas pressure in bars, we have

i„.»~/ia c.;|,= 11a'D, 'X'P/T, ' (practical). (78)
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Investigations of Ferromagnetic Impurities. I
F. W. CQNsTANT AND J. M. FQRMwALT
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A method has been developed whereby a permanent magnetic moment as small as 2)&10 '
per cc may be measured in any small solid specimen. Various materials were tested by this
method for ferromagnetic impurities. To remove surface impurities it was necessary to dis-
solve away part of the specimen. Most metals then showed some volume impurity. In alumi-
num, however, the volume impurity was nonmagnetic but could be dissolved out and deposited
on the surface in a ferromagnetic state. Measurements were also made on the magnetic hard-
ness and hysteresis curves of the impurities; part of the impurity was found to be very "hard, "
with saturation incomplete at several thousand gauss and a coercive force~100—200, and
part quite "soft," with a relatively large initial susceptibility. Other properties of these im-
purities are being studied. The method was also extended to single crystals of dia- or para-
magnetic materials whose magnetic anisotropy could be easily detected and measured.

A S previously reported, ' an experimental
method has been developed whereby very

minute ferromagnetic impurities may be de-
tected in various materials and some of the
properties of these small impurities studied. The
results of such studies should be of interest for
several reasons. First, by such a method one may
quickly detect and measure the amount of ferro-
magnetic impurity present in materials which are
generally regarded as nonmagnetic and, in some
cases, possibly estimate the kind and amount of
impurity present. Then from a study of the
properties of such impurities one may find how
best to render a slightly magnetic material,
brass, for example, less magnetic, Finally such
studies should furnish further information as to
the fundamental nature of ferromagnetism.

'F. W. Constant and J. M. Formwalt, Phys. Rev. 53,
432 (1938).

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The method is quite simple. The specimen to
be tested may have any shape, even be powdered
if contained in a capsule, but small lumps or rods
of about one gram were generally used. The
specimen is first placed in a magnetic field of
several thousand gauss, furnished by an electro-
magnet. This serves to magnetize all ferro-
magnetic impurities present in a common direc-
tion. Upon removing the specimen from this
strong field such impurities will remain partially
magnetized in this direction because of their
remanent magnetization. The specimen is then
placed in a light stirrup and suspended by a
fairly strong quartz fiber in the center of a pair
of Helmholtz coils, the direction of the remanent
magnetization being perpendicular to the axis of
the coils. A weak field of about 10 gauss is then
applied and the resulting rotation measured by


